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ABSTRACT

A shadow shield whole body counter and linear scanning

techniques were used to determine the depositon and translocation of

220inhaled radon ( Rn)  progeny in volunteer experimental subjects.

The inhalation atmosphere was produced by combining

nebu]izer produced NaCl aerosol  in   a size range  from   0.033    m  to  0.088   BL m

with Rn progeny generated from a Th solution. Total deposition220 228.

percentages of 68% and  36% were determined for 0.033  &,Lm and 0.073  »m

aerosol respectively. An average of 54% of the deposited aerosol was

found in the pulmonary region.

Movement of deposited radioactivity from the respiratory tract

is clearly shown to be a function of particle size. Aerosols in a size range
.

..3

from  0.068  »m to  0.088   m were shown  to  have a biological  half life of
1 &

approximately 20 hours in the pulmonary region while the  0.033  »m

aerosol had a biological half life of nearly 60 hours for the same region.

A distinct difference in biological half life was shown between the

pulmonary and tracheobronchial regions.

Donald R. Alexander
Department of Radiology and

Radiation Biology
Colorado State University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
August 1974
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Chapter I

INTRODUCTION

Over the last several decades considerable concern and activity

has been generated over the importance of the inhalation of toxic particulate

matter.   Much of this concern centers around the worker in industries

engaged in the mining and milling of uranium. The earliest recognized

hazard stems from the high incidence of respiratory tract malignancies

prevalent among uranium miners.    At  the  same  time, the general public

is exposed to low levels· of carcinogenic aerosols, both radioactive

and non-radioactive (Nelson,   1970)  .

A majority of the lung carcinomas originate in the bronchial

region,  and it is felt that this is the region of greatest deposition of

submicron aerosols. A recent study (Schlesinger and Lippmann,     1972)
' involving deposition of particulate matter in the respiratory system was

1

done using a model of the tracheobronchial tree. While this approach

contributes significantly to the understanding of the dynamics of

 
particle deposition, the model and its description of the aerodynamic

1 behavior of particles only approximates the ig vivo  case.    The lack

of experimental data describing the 4l vivo deposition of in hal.ed

radioactivity justifies this experimental  work.

This work had as its objectives:

( 1)    To  determine the relationship between radon progeny carrier

aerosol sizes and the deposition of the radon progeny in the

respiratory tract.
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(2)  To determine the relative deposition of radon progeny in the

ciliated, versus the non-ciliated regions of the respiratory
-

tract.

( 3)   To  determine the relative translocation and clearance rates

of radon progeny from the ciliated and non-ciliated lung regions.

In  a  word,  the  " fate" of inhaled radon progeny implies the deposition  and

translocation of radon progeny within the respiratory tract.

1

t
.,1



Chapter II

OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

Radiation and Carcinogenesis of the Lung

" The  deterioration  of man' s relationship  with  his
environment is being documented by an increasing
number of alarming findings; among them is a clear
link between the induction of cancer and the air we
breathe." (Hanna, etal., 1970)

Even before the above statement was made much work had gone

into the establishment of a connection between lung cancer and the

inhalation of air containing toxic carcinogens. As summarized in hearings

before the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy and the Congress of the

United States (USAEC,   1967) , three pertinent findings relating lung cancer

and inhaled radioactivity were issued.   They are: 1) there exists

an excess of lung cancer among uranium miners;   2) that this

excess of lung cancer is due at least in part to exposure to high concentra-
i

tions of radon and its short lived daughter products within the uranium

mines;    and 3)  the risk of lung cancer increases with increasing

exposure.

1 The earliest practical experience with the occurrence of lung cancer

r originated with the high incidence of pulmonary disease among the miners

l of the Joachimsthal and Schneeberg mines of central Europe.   With the

  advent of the uranium mining and milling industry in the United States
1

during the 1940's and 1950's it had become clear that increased deaths

due to lung cancer among uranium miners were associated with the

exposure to excessively high concentrations of radon daughters existing.

in the mines at that time (USAEC, 1967; NIOSH, 1971) . Details of radiation
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exposure to persons working in radon contaminated atmospheres were

described in the early 1950's (NIOSH, 1971; Bale and Shapiro, 1956) .
.

The crux of the problem centers around the deposition of progeny of

-                        radon in the respiratory tract with particular attention being paid to

that amount of activity deposited in the tracheobronchial region.   This

region appears to be the principle site for the occurrence of bronchogenic

cancer . One study  done by Saccamanno,  et  a l. , ( 1964) concerned itself

with the analysis of data obtained from all males in a 15 county area in

Western Colorado and Eastern Utah, who were diagnosed as having

cancer  of the lung between Jaunuary  1,   1948 and December  31,1963.

Statistical  data was collected  from  as many available sources as possible,

i.e.   relatives . hospitals. vital statistics offices, physicians  and  the

U.S. Public Health Service.    As much information as possible  was

collected concerning the subjects' occupation, smoking habits, location

of cancer and cancer types,  etc.    At the final analysis it was concluded

that those people who had worked in the uranium mines had a significantly

higher proportion of the small undifferentiated cancer cells than did a

comparable group of non-miners.

Lung Models and Deposition ef Inhaled Radioactivity

"When air containing radon or thoron is breathed some  of the

decay products are deposited  on the surface  of the respiratory systems,

and the radiation from this active deposit then gives a dose to the

epithelium." This statement, taken  from  the  work of Chamberlain  and

Dyson   ( 1956)  ,   lays the foundation for research related to inhalation,

deposition,  and  dose to the epithelial lining of the resp'iratory tract.
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The literature abounds with work seeking to answer.the questions

related to the fate of inhaled radon progeny; (Walsh, 1970); suffice it

here to point out the principle areas of most discussion.

-                                                       According to the ICRP Task Group  on Lung Dynamics   (ICRP,  1966);

the aerodynamic properties of the dust; the physiology of respiration;

and the anatomy of the respiratory tract govern dust deposition. These

interrelationships  have  been well studied, demonstrated by experiments,

and supported by theoretical treatments to conclude that dust deposition

can be reasonably predicted in both quantitative and qualitative terms.

The ICRP Task Group on Lung Dynamics  (ICRP,  1966). has taken

the  Findeisen-Landahl lung model (Findeisen, 1935; Landahl,   1950) ,

and simplified the model to arrive at three well defined anatomical

regions described as follows.

1.   The nasopharynx, (N-P) --Beginning with the anterior nares

and extending through the anterior pharynx,   back  and  down

through the posterior pharynx to the level of the larynx or

epiglottis.

2.   The tracheobronchial, (T-B) --Consisting of the trachea and

the bronchial tree down to and including the terminal

bronchioles.

3.    The third compartment is referred to  as the pulmonary,   (P);

this compartment consists of several structures; the

respiratory bronchioles, alevolar ducts, atria, alveoli,   and

the alveolar sacs.

The nasopharynx,  (N-P) and the tracheobronchial, (T-B) make

up what is medically referred to as the "upper respiratory tract" while the

pulmonary, (P) region constitutes the "lower respiratory passages"
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(ICRP, 1966) . Some experimental work, for example, Altschuler, et al.,

( 1964) and Jacobi  (1964) has substantiated that the Findeisen-Landahl

lung model is adequate for the purpose of dose calculations; yet there

is  a  measure of disagreement as Hague and Collinson   ( 1967) considered

the Landahl model to be antiquated and not based upon sufficient
'

experimental data. Instead they chose the model of Weibel (1963) which

was more extensive and according to Weibel, "based  on more experimental

data with greater accuracy in the dimensions of the proximal airways. "

A thorough comparison of the anatomical models may be found in Walsh

( 1970)  .    Suffice it to  say  at this point; that while the estimated deposition

of inhaled radioactive material,  and the estimated  dose  to the respiratory

tract depend upon which anatomical model is chosen; a clearer picture

of the "fate" of inhaled radioactivity would be enhanced by conducting

experimental inhalation exposures.

Particle Size and Lung Deposition

Greater differences, than those of anatomical modeling, exist  in  the

determination of particle sizes and their subsequent deposition in the res-

piratory tract. The mechanisms of deposition appear to be impaction,

sedimentation and diffusion,  with the first occurring primarily in the N-P

region and in areas where a change in direction of air flow would cause
v

particles to impact on the walls of the air ways. Diffusion of particles from

an air stream moving in a cylindrical tube has been investigated and

mathematicany f6rmulated by Gormley and Kennedy   ( 1949)  .    The

equations describing the fraction of particles penetrating the cylindrical

tube are used  ( 1) to predict the deposition °  particulate matter which

diffuses  to  the  wall  of the bronchial tubes  antd   (2)   as  will be shown later,

a means of evaluating the aerodynamic diameter of the inhaled aerosol.
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While the former application provides a means of determining deposition

in a model it cannot describe accurately· the dynamic character associated

with particle deposition  in the respiratory tract. Previous studies  by

Chamberlain and Dyson   (1956) , Hague and Collinson   ( 1967)  , and Altshuler,

et al . , ( 1964) combined anatomical modeling  and the Gormley-Kennedy

equation to predict particle deposition in the respiratory tract and estimate

the  dose to lung tissue from inhalation of radon and progeny.

The deposition and clearance of airborne particles in the lung as

stated by P.E. Morrow (1970) is   "... the outcome ofthe intrinsic

instability of aerosols and the spatial and temporal relationships which
\

develop between the respiratory structures and aerosol particles during

respiration." The physical dimension of the particle is one such intrinsic

parameter which relates directly to deposition. The larger particles
-

' tend to deposit by impaction and sedimentation while the smaller ones

deposit by diffusion. The depth of penetration of an inhaled particle

into the respiratory tract is a function of the size and density of the

 
aerosol (Lippman and Albert, 1969) . In addition the clearance mechanisms

associated with dissolution, phagocytosis and direct penetration through

the alveolar membrane may be directly affected by particle size (Hatch

and Gross,  1964) .

The ICRP Task Group  on Lung Dynamics,   (ICRP,  1966)  has

proposed that the evaluation of an inhalation hazard should be initiated

by examining the relation between the deposition pattern of a given

aerosol  and some parameter  of the aerosol. Figure  1,  from  the ICRP,

( 1966)   illustrates the fraction  of an inhaled aerosol deposited  as  a
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function of the mass median aerodynamic diameter  (MMAD) * for the

three anatomical regions. The probability of deposition for particles in

a size range less than  0.1 X m diameter increases to a maximum   at

0.01 Bm diameter for the pulmonary region and the tracheobronchial region;

below this value the deposition probability decreases in these regions

(Morrow,   1970)  .      At the  same  time the deposition  of the aerosol  with

aerodynamic diameter less than  0.1 Bm diameter increases in the

nasopharynx region . Below approximately  0.1 X m diameter, deposition

is  predominately by diffusion, consequently  the  0.01 kim diameter particles

diffuse quickly to the walls of the respiratory tract. It therefore becomes

increasingly necessary to generate quantitative data with which to resolve

the questions pertainihg to deposition and dose resulting from inhalation

of extremely small radioactive aerosols.

* The mass median aerodynamic diameter is the median diameter or
geometric mean of the log-normal distribution of particles as a function
of the  mass or volume  of the particle (Raabe,   1970)  .
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Chapter MI

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND MATERIALS

Previous work carried out as a portion of the Radon Progeny

Inhalation Study as Applicable to Uranium Miners (AEC Contract  (11-1) -

1500) by members of the Radiology and Radiation Biology Department at

Colorado State University, placed emphasis on the physical characterization

of the aerosol particulates and their association with the radioactivity in

the uranium mine. These studies dealt with the health and safety pre-

cautions for the uranium miner and methods of measuring and evaluating

long-term doses received by the miner as a consequence of his employment

in the industry.

The technique utilized in this work was actually developed in

1968-69 when whole body measurements were made on uranium miners to

locate sites of radioactivity deposited in the respiratory tract (Radon

Progeny Inhalation Study, COO-1500-3,   1967)  .    At that time, a series  of

exposures was carried out on volunteer subjects to characterize the

deposition of radioactivity  in  the  lung.    This work, following  as a logical

extension  of the prior experiments, combined two aspects  of the inhalation

study:

( 1)    To  generate an aerosol particulate in  the size range normally

found in the uranium mine, and

(2)  to combine the aerosol with a radioactive material and expose

human volunteer subjects to this combination in the form of

a breathing atmosphere.

Following inhalation of the atmosphere the subject was gamma

counted in a shadow shield whole body counter to locate regions of
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deposition of the sub- micron sized radioactive aerosol. Counting was

continued over a period of time to determine the translocation rate of
-

deposited activity  from the respiratory tract.

Laboratory Exposure Chamber.

Earlier portions of the Radon Progeny Inhalation Study simulated

a working uranium mine atmosphere in a laboratory inhalation chamber

(Holleman,   1968) .

The  chamber,   4.3  m  long  by  1.4  m  wide  and  2.0  m    high  was

constructed of sheet metal and covered on the outside with two inches

of polystyrene foam insulation t6 assist in maintaining uniform

temperature in the chamber. A large, 4' x 4' glass window in one wall

of the chamber allows the experimenter to observe the experimental

subjects during the course  of the experiment. Two Plexiglas strips,

48"  x 6"  in the wall of the chamber were drined with 2.5" diameter ports

through which the inhalation atmosphere was generated and sampled.

Entrance to the chamber is gained through a double door airlock which

reduces loss of the atmospheric conditions generated in the chamber.

Source of Radioactivity

The source of radioactivity for the experiment was  1.9 year  half

life  thorium  228,  in  the form  of a thorium nitrate solution., The solution  was

contained in a gas de-emanation apparatus which allowed the removal of

the thoron, (radon 220), present in equilibrium with thorium 228 by

bubbling the solution with a stream of dry nitrogen. A series of gas

dispersion frits and traps prevented the parent solution from becoming

entrained with the nitrogen and entering the chamber. A final absolute

filter placed in the generation line was used to insure against any thorium
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entering the chamber. Alpha spectroscopy of filter samples of the

atmosphere within the chamber showed the air to be free of thorium 228.
220

Thoron ( Rn), the source  gas for the inhalation experiment,

216
-                              decays with a 55 second half life to thorium A ( Po) which decays

with a 0.1 5 second  half life to thorium  B ( Pb). The thorium B in212

turn becomes the source of radioactivity for the inhalation. The airborne

radioactivity present in the environs of the uranium mine originates
222with the emanation of radon ( Rn)   released  at  the  face  of the uranium

bearing deposit as the deposit is mined. The source of the airborne

radioactivity for the experiment, as previously stated, is the "emanation

220thoron" (Tn or     Rn) . Tables 1 and 2 from the Radiological Health

Handbook (1970) give the decay scheme for uranium 238I, precursor of

radon;  and for thorium 232 j the precursor of thoron. Figures 2 and 3

illustrate the radon and thoron progeny of interest in a simplified manner.
220 222The use of Rn  as an analog for Rn for generation  of· the inhalation

atmosphere was justified  by the following considerations:

(1)   The controlling daughter of the thoron progeny chain, Pb,
212

decays with   a half life of 10.64 hours; this results in an

effective half life for the inhaled progeny of about 10 hours,
222while the effective half life of the Rn progeny chain is

approximately 30 to 40 ininutes; consequently the experimenter

has a longer time period in which to make measurements on

the experimental subjects.

(2)  The decay chain has a series of gamma rays with sufficient

energies to allow for external detection. In particular the
2082.62 MeV gamma ray from thorium  C" ( Tl)  occurs with

sufficient frequency to be easily detectable,  and in an energy
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Table 1

Uranium Decay Series
*-ilill--Ii-ill-Ill--
Major radiation energies (MeV)

Historical and intensitiest
Nuclide Half-life                                                 -

name                                                      B                   Y

2 SU Uranium I 4.51*109y 4.15 (25%)

1

4.20 (75%)

e8jTh Uranium X  24.ld 0.103 (21%) 0.06]ct (3.57,)

0.193 (79%) 0.09]c (47)

a:.pam Uranium Xg 1.17m 2.29. (981) 0.765  (0.10%)
1.001      (0.607.)

99.87% | O.13%

1                                         (66%)a:tpa Uranium Z 6.75h 0.53 0.100. (50%)

1.13 (13%) 0.70 (24%)

1 0.90 (70%)

Ve U s
Uranium II

4.77 (721)
2.47x 10*y 4.72 (28%) 0.053 (0.2%)

28 Th Ionium 8.0 x 104y 4.62 (24%) 0.068 (0.6%)

4.68 (76%) 0.142 (0.07%)

.
::, - i 602y 4.60

AE Ra Radium (bk) 0.186 (45)

4.78 (95%)

7jRn Emanation 3.823d 5.49 (100%) O.510 .(0.07%)

Radon (Rn)

.

75 PO Radium A 3.05m 6.00 (-100%) 0.33 (-0.019%)

1199.98% 0.02%

0& pb Radium B 26.8m 0.65 (50%) 0.295 (19%)

0.71 (40%) 0.352 (36%)

0.98 (6%)

7*t Astatine -2s 6.65 (6%) ?     (-0.1%)

|

6.70 (94%)

1

3j Bi Radium C 19.7m 5.45 (0.012%) 1.0 (23%) 0.609 (47%)

5.51 (0.0081) 1.51 (40%) 1.120 (17%)
99.98% | 0.02% 3.26 (19%) 1.764 (17%)

1

7:PO Radium C' 164%8 7.69 (100%) 0.799 (0.0141)

aj9Tl Radium C" 1.3m 1.3 (25%) 0.296 (80%)

1.9 (56%) 0.795 (100%)
2.3 (19%) 1.31 (21%)

J
'A:pb Radium D 2ly 3.72 (.000002%) 0.016 (85%) 0.047 (4%)

0.061 (151)

»A Bi Radium E. 5.Old 4.65 (.00007%) 1.161  (-100%)

4.69 (.00005%)
-too%   1   .00013%

1

720 Radium F 138.4d 5.305 (1007) 0.803(0.00112.)

/ 1 Radium E" 4.19m 1.571 (1007.)

1:pb Radium G Stable
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Table 2

Thorium Decay Series                                                                       ;,

Major radiation energies (MeV)
Historical Half-life and intensitiest

Nuclide
name

01                              BY

' Th Thorium 1.41xla/oy 3.95 (24v                 ---                           --

4.01 (76Q

.

9% 'IR• Mesothorium I 6.7y 0.055 (100%)

.

9.1Ac Mesothorium II 6.13h             --- 1.18 (35  0.34c* (15%)
1.75 (12Q 0.908 (25%)
2.09 (12%) 0.96c (20%)

9%*1Th Radiothorium 1.91Oy 5.34 (2810 0.084 (1.6%)

5.43 (71Q 0.214 (0.3%)

-

a „•Re Thorium I 3.64d 5.45 (6Q                 --- 0.241 (3.7%)
5.68        (94g

a:„'Rn Emznation 558 6.29 (10010              ---               0.55    (0.07%)

Thoron (Tn)                                                  i"

a:"Po Thorium A O.15/ 6.78 (10010                           2--

Mjph Thorium B 10.64h 0.346 (8110 0.239 (47%)
0.586 (14% 0.300 (3.2Q

.

8 181 Thorium C 60.6m 6.05 (25%) 1.55 (5%) 0.040 (2%)
6.09 (1010 2.26 (554 0.727 (7%)64.0% 36,0% 1.620 (1.8%)

st #po . Thorium C' 304ns 8.78 (100%) --...

9"Ti Thorium C" 3.1Om             --- 1.28 (25%) 0.511 (23%)
1.52 (21Q 0.583 (86%)

#

1.80 (50%) 0.860 (12%)
2.614 ( 100%)

7:Pb Thorium D Stable            --                 --                 --
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Figure 2: Simplified portbon of the Uranium-238 decay chain showing radon progeny of importancein the assessment of potential hazard to the uranium miner.
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Figure 3: Simplified portion of the Thorium-232 decay chain showing the thoron progeny used in the study
"Fate of Inhaled Radon Progeny".
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range away from interference from other gamma rays occurring

naturally or in tandum with the thoron progeny. It should be

emphasized that while the ThB and ThC will be deposited in

-                                                                       the respiratory tract.    The  in vivo detection procedure  will
208utilize the klsitu decay of Tl.

220
(3) The thoron ( Rn) progeny, ThB, ThC and ThC" match,

chemically and physically, the short lived radon ( Rn)
222

progeny of the uranium mine and therefore provide the

investigator with comparable physical, chemical  and

biological behavior.

(4)    Finally, the absence  of a long-lived daughter,   such as Pb,
210

22  year  half life,  in the thorium chain prevents any potential

hazard.  to the subjects, resulting from accumulation  of long-

lived radioactivity within  the  body.

Build up and Decay of Thoron Progeny

After the laboratory inhalation chamber was charged   ( 10-20 minutes

at 3-51/min) a decay time of 10 minutes was allowed for the thoron-

thorium A series to decay and   for the ingrowth of ThB. Figure 4 shows

the theoretical growth and decay of ThB and ThC from an initially pure

source of thoron. The figure indicates that equilibrium between the ThB

and ThC-ThC" occurs  in 5-6 hours. Trial experiments performed  in
212 212

the exposure chamber to determine the concentration of Pb and    Bi

in the chamber indicated that at such time when the concentration of

212 212 212
Pb was a maximum the ratio of Pb to Bi  was  3: 1. Table  3

212
summarizes the average air concentrations of ThB ( Pb) and

ThC ( Bi)  in the exposure chamber during inhalation.212
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Figure 4: Growth and decay of Thoron progeny from an initially pure source of Thoron ( Rn).
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Table 3

Average Inhalation Concentrations of Thoron Progeny

Experiment Air Concentration
No. pCi/1

ThB ThC

1 649 237

2 650 245

358 115

4 873 375
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212_ 212
Determination 0/ ThB  (    -Pb)  and ThC  (      Bi)

212 212
Concentrations of Pb and Bi present in the exposure chamber

were determined using alpha spectroscopy of air samples drawn during

the  course  of the experiment.    For the purpose of determining  the  air

212 212 . 232
concentrations of Pb and Bi the decay scheme for Th,  Figure

3,' may be simplified without loss of generality (Thomas,   1971)  .    The

following assumptions may be accepted:

( 1)     The  decay  of ThA decaying via astatine (about  0.01%)  ,

may be ignored.

(2)    Thoron  (Tn)  may be considered to decay directly to ThB,

due to the short  half life,   0.1 5  sec. ,  of ThA.

(3)  ThC may be considered to decay directly, by alpha emission

to ThD (stable lead), with 35'.0% of the alphas at 6.06 MeV

and  65.0%'at 8.78  MeV.

The simplified decay chain for thoron (Tn) may be written as:

Tn a *-ThB         I- ThC           a       *   2 08Pb
55s 10.64hr 60.6m

The appropriate decay constants are:

AB (ThB) = 0.0654    hr- 1

ACCThC)   =   0.6874 hr -1
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The development of equations for determination of air concentrations for

ThB  and ThC follows the pattern of Martz,  et  al.    ( 1969) and Duggan

(1973) .
\

-                                             Let
th

N.          Number of atoms of the i nuclide
1

. th
Ci Air concentration of 1 nuclide

Q        Sampling flow rate

i           0,1,2,3 for Thoron, Tn, ThB, ThC, ThD

If an atmosphere containing a mixture of thoron and thoron progeny

is sampled by drawing air through a membrane filter at a flow rate Q

for a time  T the equation

dN.

-di  =  Xi- N - AiNi + CiQ
th

describes the collection of the i nuclide on the filter.   For ThB and ThC;

dN1
-dt A N  - X1Nl +C Q                    (1)1

and

dN2                                                           (2)
-dr             X 1 7 1           -   A 2N2      +      C 2 Q

If the chamber, initially charged with thoron (T *   =  558)
is allowed

to stand for 10-20 minutes before sampling, the term x 0NQ in equation

( 1)   is  zero  and

dN1
-at  = ClQ - X1Nl
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The  solution of this equation is straightforward, resulting in

ClQ -Ait
N  = -  (1-e   ) .                          (3)
1   Al

Similarly equation (2) may be solved in straightforward fashion t6

yield

C l+(2 -At                  C l            -A t       -2   t
 2

= (1-e 2) Q-- (e 1 -e -2)Q'. (4)X2                    AFAl
Rearranging the terms of equation (4) gives

=    C  Q          ( 1 - e Al t)    -     C 1 - 6-A2 t)       +   -L    /    1 -e- A2 t       .  - -

CQ /

NZ ASAl  Al   X2 - 12    /
th

Let N. (T) = number of atoms of the i nuclide on the filter at the end of
1

sampling,   then

C.Q
Nl (T) =.-1   ( 1-ex.]T)A1

and

-A T
clxiQ 1-c'

1 . -X2T
(29 /  -AzT \

N2(T)
1-e

Xi Al  Xi    A 2  12 <+ -  1  1-e
-                                  - )

At  some  time, t, later

_Xi-
Nl = Nl(T)e
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and

X1Nl(T) -Alt -X 2t -A 2t
N ·e -e + N (T)e2 =-12-Al               2

The activity on the filter at the later time (t) is given by:

Nlxl = clQ(1-e-NT) exlt .

and

A 1X2 Slt *.t       *2t
N 2  = 1  -A     (e      -e   L) Nl'(T) +XlN2(T)  e2  1

For simplicity the following terms are defined

AB'Ac decay constants for ThB and ThC

Nl(T)
=B0

N2(T)
=C0

C    C C     = Atoms/liter of ThB and ThC respectively in the air
B,

sampled

AB,Ac          =  PCi/1  of ThB  and  ThC  in  the air sampled.

Summarizing:

B  =  -1 1-eCBQ /    -ABT  1
0    AB 4       ,

and (1')

-ACT
ccQ   /   -ACT \CBABQ - 1-e-ABT 1-eC  -                                    + /1-e 1 (29

O - Ac-AB   AB        Ac      Ac ( 1.-                                                            1
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At some time t after sampling the activity of ThC on the filter is given

by:

ABAC
Ie- AB   t        -Act

 
-Act cA c = -e B+Ae (3')

c  c     A c-A B     1                                        0         c               o  '

therefore the desired concentrations and activities may be determined by

counting the air sample filters immediately following a sampling time T

and again at some time t greater than 300 min (Duggan, 1973)'. The first

measurement gives directly the concentration of ThC activity on the filter.

The second measurement allows the calculation of the activity of ThB on

the filter. Therefore, concentrations of ThB and ThC in the air may be

determined.

Equation (3') represented graphically in Figure 5 with Bo: Co =  3:1

and a  sampling time of 5 minutes, (typical conditions existing in the

f inhalation chamber and sampling time for determination of ThB and ThC) ,

shows the increase in alpha activity,   X CCc' until transient equilibrium

is reached at some time greater than 300 minutes post sampling (Duggan,

1973).

All air samples were alpha counted using silicon surface barrier

detectors and a TMC 400-channel pulse height analyzer.
1

Determination of Working Level Equivalent for ThB and ThC

The working level (WL) unit of exposure to inhaled radioactivity

given by American National Standards Institute   (ANSI  N13.8,   1973)   is

defined to be "Any combination of radon daughters in one liter of air that
210

-                                     will ultimately release 1.3 x  105. MeV of alpha energy during decay to        Pb

(RaD) ."   There is no equivalent definition for thoron daughters but the

same principle may be applied and the potential alpha energy from ThB
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Figure 5: Graph of equation (3') showing the buildup and decay of Thorium-C  in the exposure
chamber when the ratio of ThB: ThC is 3: 1.
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and ThC determined and compared with the definition.   For each ThB

atom  and  ThC atom present in  the  air, the complete decay to stable  lead

(Pb-208) results in the ultimate emission of 7.8008 MeV of alpha energy.

Therefore the working level value from ThB and ThC may be determined

from

(7.80)  (CB + CC)  MeVWL 5 MeV
1.3  x   1 0         WL

6.00 x 10 (CB +C )
-5

C

CB' CC  = Air concentrations  of ThB  and ThC atoms/liter

1

Aerosol Generation

From the standpoint of deposition of radioactivity  in  the  lung,  the

aerodynamic diameter of the inhaled radioactive aerosol is the most

important parameter (Mercer,  et  al. ,   1965)  .    For the purpose  of this  work

to  be fully realized, careful attention  was  paid  to the generation  and

measurement of a suitable solid aerosol for attachment to the radioactivity.

There are a number of techniques commonly used for the generation of

aerosols, including dispersion from dry powders, atomization of solution

and suspensions using compressed  air and ultrasonic nebulizers,  hot

wire  techniques and exploding wire production (Raabe, 1970; Stein,  et al.,

1973; Mercer, etal., 1968; Mercer, etal., 1965). By farthe simplest

and most convenient method is the generation of the aerosol using a

common compressed air nebulizer. The output characteristics of the

compressed air nebulizer have been extensively investigated (Mercer,  et al.,

1968; Raabe, 1970) and the fundamental production parameter relating

aerosol size with nebulizer solution concentration is

D  = D (-)c 1/3
P      S  P
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where
1

-

D           = Mass median aerodynamic diameter  (  m)   (10  6meters)
10         PD      = Volume medium diameter ( pm)
1 S

- C. = Solute concentration  (g/ml)

p      =  Dry particle density (g/cm3)

The volume median diameter of the nebulizer produced droplets is a function

of the pressure drop across the output orifice. The nebulizer generates

droplets by shattering a liquid stream with fast moving air. The liquid

is drawn into the stream of air by the sudden drop in pressure created by

the  air from the orifice. Evaporation of the liquid occurs rapidly resulting

in the formation  of the desired aerosol. The effect of solute concentration

on dry particle size is shown in Figure 6 for several compressed air

nebulizers (Mercer,  et al. ,  1968)  .

i In an endeavor to enhance production of a submicron particle for use

in the inhalation experiment, a variety of modifications  have been attempted.
1

The Dautrebande aerosol generator is one such modification where the

stream of nebulized droplets is made to impinge on a series of baffles

enroute from the nebulizer. The larger droplets impact on the baffles

while the smaller ones are swept out of the generator. The resulting

volume median diameter  of the droplet is smaller, resulting  in a smaller

initial diameter of the aerosol. The total output of the nebulizer is also

reduced; consequently the particle number is reduced. A procedure

similar to the Dautrebande nebulizer was tried using a DeVilbiss nebulizer

and an Anderson impactor. The nebulizer was attached via tygon tubing

to the bottom on the Anderson impactor; the sieve plates of the impactor

were reversed in order and the nebulizer output was forced through the
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impactor. The output of this arrangement resulted in a smaller initial

particle size and reduced number of particles.

Copius production of ultrafine particles of nichrome resulted

from the use of a laboratory heat gun. While this method of aerosol

production  was  the most desirable in terms of particle  size and number,

the heat added to the exposure chamber was undesirable and consequently

the method was abandoned.

Aerosol Growth Kinetics

The choice of using a DeVilbiss (model unknown) nebulizer and

low concentrations of sodium chloride solution was a compromise between

the factors (a) particle size, (b) stability ofparticle growth, (c) particle

numbers and (d) exposure chamber conditions. Solutions of sodium

-5                                  -7chloride with 7.46 x 10 gmof NaCl per ml H2O and 7.46 x 10    gm of

NaCl per ml H20 were atomized into the exposure chamber. Growth

kinetics of the aerosol were observed by particle counting techniques

utilizing the Gardner Type CN condensation nuclei counter. Figure   7

shows the change in particle numbers with time after initial generation

for NaCl particles and nichrome particles. The rapid change in particle

numbers is attributed to the continuous and spontaneous coagulation

I of the aerosols (Green  and  Lane,   1964)  ,  and was described by Whytlaw-

i Gray (1932) as following the expression

1    1- = -  +Ktn n0

where
3n =Number ofparticles per cm at any time ,t,

no = The number of particles present immediately upon generation
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Figure 7: Decrease in particle count per cm3 as a function of time for
two aerosols generated in the exposure chamber.
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and

3K is the coagulation constant with units of cm /sec/particle.

If the reciprocial of the particle numbers is plotted as a function of time

a relation

T = To  + Kt
where

1-=  

16=     1
0

produces a straight line for nearly all cases of particle production (Green

I and Lane,   1964)  .    The fact that the aerosols generated  in this experiment

did not produce  such a straight line, Figure 8, demonstrates according  to   

Fuchs  ( 1964) , the polydisperse nature of the population  and the rapidly

changing character of the aerosols themselves. The graph approaches

linearity  as the particle distribution becomes more monodisperse.

The  quantity  T   has a definite physical significance, representing

the average volume of a single particle in  the air. (Green  and Lane,   1964)  .

the  quantity  1- is called the particulate volume, · and n is referred  to  as  the

particle number.

The rapidity of combination of the condensation nuclei with the

thoron progeny may clearly be seen by determining the half time of

coagulation  for a particulate system.    From the expression,

T = 1   + Kt
when

1- =2 .F.,
0

this implies
To          1t =   K . or  t = --Kn-  '

-       0
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K is of the order of magnitude 10-8 to 10-9 cm3/sec (Green and Lane,

1964) ;   n   for the aerosol--activity system  is  of the order 105 particles/cm3,

therefore time ,t,i s o f the order of 15-20 minutes which agrees  with the

experimentally determined half time loss of particles in the chamber.

Particle Size Analysis

As previously stated the most important physical parameters

affecting the fate of inhaled radon progeny are the aerosol characteristics.

A list of the important properties of this characterization include: aerodynamic

size, physical density, chemical composition, solubility, heterogeneity,

particle number and the fraction of the activity that remains unattached

from the aerosol.

The aerodynamic diameter of the inhaled radioactive aerosol,

, ·                                           following the suggestion of Rabbe  ( 1972) , is defined to  be the Equivalent

Unit Density Sphere* as determined using diffusion tube techniques.

Methods for measuring atmospheric aerosols by means of diffusion

batteries have gained respectability since the early work of Townsend

( 1900)  . The derivation  of the equation for diffusion of particulate matter

from air stream flowing through a cylindrical  tube, by Gormley  and

Kennedy (1949) , and its subsequent application in many inhalation

studies, (Chamberlain and Dyron, 1956; Altshuler,  et al. , 1969; Martin

and  Jacobi,   1972)   as  well as numerous studies of measurement of radioactive

aerosols (Thomas, 1955; Fuchs, et al. , 1962; Sinclair, 1972; George and

*        The diameter of a sphere with unit density having the same
- settling velocity  as the particle under investigation.
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Hinchliffe, 1972; James,   et  al.  , 1972; George, 1972; Thomas and Hinchliffe,

1972 and Spurny and Lodge,   1972) has substantiated  the use of the

diffusion technique. Diffusion tubes are particularly useful for measurements

in  the size range below  0.1 Bm, (Thomas, 1955; Schumann and Petrausch,

1971) and hence are applicable to the study at hand. The aerosol to be

measured is drawn through a relatively long diffusion tube or

: diffusion battery under conditions of laminar flow. The fraction of particles

penetrating the length of the tube (battery) is described by the

Gormley-Kennedy equation:

F   =  0.18 exp (-7.314h) + 0.0975 exp (-44.6h) +·0.0325 exp

(-114.Oh) + ...

when h 2  0.0156

F = 1.0-4.072/3 + 2.4h + 0.446h4/3 +

when h < 0.0156

h = ADL/2Q
2D     = Diffusion coefficient of particle   (cm  /sec)

L    =   Length of diffusion tube   (cm)
3

Q   =  Flow rate  (cm /sec)

The equations were derived for monodisperse aerosol distributions

which ale itul fuuild iii lialuie.  Huwevel, iIi the azialysis of ati actual

atmosphere the equations may be used to determine an effective diffusion

coefficient for the radioactive aerosol; this in turn is related to the

aerodynamic diameter of a unit density sphere.

Figure 9 illustrates the theoretical diffusion battery penetration  vs.

particle diameter for unit density spheres as a function of sampling flow

-                                   rate, determined using the Gormley-Kennedy equations.
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*...Al The "cluster-tube", (Sinclair,  1969) , diffusion battery was

constructed of a bundle of 125 17ga. hypodermic stainless steel tubes

r                                          1. 067 mm ID  and  60  cm in length. The tubes were encased  in  a  1 inch
*

OD by 60 cm stainless steel tube and the interstitial spaces were filled

with cement so that the aerosol passed only through the hypodermic tubes.

The flow through a single tube was 1/ 125th of the flow through the

battery. A female collar on  one end allowed the direct COUplin  of a

1 inch membrane filter holder to the battery. While the battery may be

operated  at any number  of flow rates, flow rates between  1.51/min  and

31/min produced the most consistent results.

Figure 10 illustrates the change of particle  size in thelinhalation

chamber as measured using the diffusion battery. The particle

agglomeration from the initial generation occurs in a predictable fashion

thereby making it possible to choose an exposure time post generation

which gives the desired particle size for inhalation. During the course

of the exposure, diffusion battery samples were taken repeatedly,  i.e.   as

often as sampling times and initial counting times would allow. While it

was not possible to determine the log-normal distribution of particle size

it was possible to determine the effective activity median aerodynamic

diameter   (AMAD) and geometric standard deviation, ag. Table 4 lists  the

mean, standard deviation and particle concentration in the exposure

chamber  at the  time of each exposure.

Unattached Fraction

A long standing concern related to aerosol characterization of the
218uranium mine atmosphere is that fraction of the radium-A ( PO)

activity which remain s unattached,   that  is, that activity which fails  to

become attached  to the larger aerosol particles  in  the  air,  and is described
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Table 4

Aerosol Characteristics

Experiment Effective  AMAD * Geometric Particle Concentration
No. (microns) Deviation

No./cm3 (104)ag

1 .033 1.06 1.32 t 0.21

2 .068 1.01 4.41 + .95

3A .088 1.28 5.77 .+ 1.24

3B .073 1.01 5.18 + 1.20

*            AMAD is defined  as the activity median aerodynamic diameter.
Crg is the geometeric standard deviation and is a measure

of uniformity of size.
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by some as a free ion. The max,ium permissible concentration in the

air (MPCa) for radon as specified by the International Commission on

Radiation Protection.            (ICRP,   1964) , includes the fraction of equilibrium

amount of radium· A atoms which are unattached to condensation nuclei as

a  part  of its formulation. The formula given  by  the ICRP   ( 1964)   is:
3

3. x 10 222MPC = pCi Rn per liter of air where f is the
a    (1+1,00Of)

unattached fraction of radium A atoms. The diffusion coefficient of the
2unattached radium A atom  has been determined to be between  0.034 cm  /sec

2and O.054 cm /sec (Raabe, 1969; Altshuler, et al., 1964) . Moreover

Raabe   ( 1969) arrived  at a diffusion coefficient  for a cluster  of six water

molecules around a radium A atom (or a pulonium oxide molecule), using
2kinetic theory,  of   0.054  cm   /sec. This corresponds  to a unit density

sphere  with a diameter of approximately  0.001 »m (Billings and

Gussman, Inc., 1972) .

A number of studies have been undertaken to measure the unattached

fraction of radium A atoms in a real or simulated uranium mine atmosphere

(Fusamura and Kurosawa, 1967; George and Hinchliffe, 1972; James, et al.,

1972; Craft, et al. , 1966; McLaughlin, 1972; Mercer, 1969 and George, 1972) .

The method chosen in this study which is most compatible with the sampling

technique used in the experiment is based upon the collection efficiency

of a wire screen (James, et al. , 1972; George, 1972; Thomas and

Hinchliffe,   1972)  . The procedure is simply to sample the desired atmosphere

by drawing air through a wire screen (60 mesh) at an appropriate flow

rate  (about  2  1/min) . Behind the screen, and separated from the screen

by an "O" ring, a membrane filter, type GA, 0.45  »m pore, is

located. A reference sample is drawn using a membrane filter without
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the screen. The unattached radium A atoms are collected with good

efficiency, about  80% for  60 mesh screen (George,   1972)  ,   and the difference

between the activity on the screen filter and the reference filter is a measure

of the unattached fraction of activity.   The zero efficiency for condensation

nuclei and appreciable efficiency for free ions is taken as sufficient

confirmation that the wire screen may be used to determine the unattached

fraction of the activity in the air.

Assessment of Potential Hazard to the Individual
-          i-Ii *-i--I-

Emphasis over the last few years has been to reduce the concentrations

of radioactivity in the uranium mines to a level which produces the least

possible risk tothe miner.  The most recent standard, ANSI 13.8 (1973) ,

entitled "Radiation Protection in Uranium Mines" follows the standard set

a few  years  ago  of " . . . the cumulative exposure guides for radon daughters

shall  be  4 work level months per year. " The standard further states,

"In  a few exceptional mines where thorium  ore is present,  it is possible

that thoron daughter concentrations may be significant and the operator

should be aware of this possible problem"  (page 17) . The "working

level month"  (WLM) is that special unit of cumulative exposure obtained

by the product of working levels  and  the  time of exposure,   e.g. a miner

working in a 0.1 WL atmosphere for 1 month (173 hours) will have a

cumulative exposure of 0.1 WLM . The previously established precedent

of maintaining experimental exposures at one-tenth of the occupational

exposure has been adopted for this experiment. There are no epidemio-

logical studies for thoron to provide evidence of an exposure-risk relation-

ship,   (Duggan,   1973)  . The potential hazard from inhalation of thoron  and
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thoron progeny has not been established but it may be a factor of 10 lower

than the potential hazard from radon progeny (Harley and Pasternack,   1972)  .

Growth and Decay of Thoron Progeny i  situ

Measurements of activity in the exposure chamber indicated that

at the time of exposure air concentrations of ThB and ThC existed in a

ratio of approximately  3:  1. In addition,   at  the  time of exposure,   i.e.
208

within 30 minutes  of  the  end of thoron generation  time, the Tl    (ThC")

existed in  such a low concentration,  that any inhaled quantity of the

nuclide would decay before the subject could be counted.   As the ThB and

208 208
ThC decay through Tl,  the  2.62 MeV gamma  from  the          Tl  will  be

detected using the 4" by 5" sodium iodide detector. The early counts in

the 2.62 MeV peak stem from the decay of the initial deposits of ThC.
208

Later counts, indicating an increase in Tl activity must be the
212

1

-

resulting ingrowth from the PB deposited during inhalation. Figure  11

208shows the ingrowth of Tl  when an initial deposit of  3:  1  ThB  to  ThC
208

occurs. Since ThC decays  35% of the time to Tl the effective alpha

decay constant for ThC may be derived using the branching ratio (Segre,

1965).

AB           65=.

AA        35

A B   + AA   _      65 +   35

AA               35

AA                 (. 6874)    (35)
100

AA          =     .2406
-1    212

Using the alpha decay constant of . 2406 hr for Bi the appropriate
208

growth and decay curve, Figure  11,  may be generated  for          Tl.
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Working Level Exposures of the Experimental Subject

Air samples taken during the course of each inhalation experiment

were used to determine the working level exposure to the experimental

subjects. Table 5 summarizes those exposures.

In Vivo Measurements gf Inhaled Activity

In vivo detection of inhaled activity was performed using a shadow

shield whole body counter and linear scanning techniques. The shadow

shield counter, similar  to  the one developed  and  used by Hanford labora-

tories (Palmer and Roesch,   1965)   as a mobile whole body counter,  was

constructed at Colorado State University and used in prior studies of

deposition of radon progeny in uranium miners (Holleman and Schiager,

1967)  .     Figure 12 illustrates the positioning  of the subject  to be counted

under the counter. The subject reclines on a bed mechanism which can

be moved beneath the 4" x 5" NaI (Tl) crystal  at a constant rate*.    The

pulse-height analyzer  used  in this study was equipped  with  an  MCS,  i.e. ,

multi-channel scaling mode of operation.    The MCS mode stores  all the

counts detected in one channel for a pre-set time (dwell time) before moving

to the next channel. Consequently counts recorded above one region of

the  body may be stored in one channel of the pulse-height analyzer.    As

the subject is moved beneath the crystal the counts are stored in succession,

in successive channels  of the pulse-height analyzer. The linear  scan

speed was adjusted with a variable speed drive mechanism so that the

scan from the top of the head to the gut region was accomplished  at

1.06  *  7%  cm per channel  of MCS  scan. **

* Total distance of approximately  67  cm  in 50-60 minutes.

** MSC mode of operation of the Ortec 6220 multichannel analyzer with
dwell time of 0.8 min obtained from external time source .
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Table 5

Average Chamber Conditions and Exposures for the Experimental Subjects

Subject Chamber Concentration (pCi/1) Exposure Exposure
ThB ThC Rn Duration WLM

(min)

DRA 873 375 359                             53                     . 585 *

AWA 873 375 359              53          .585*

STB 650 245 236              50          .408

RAF 650 245 236              50          .408

DP 649 237 231              30          .244

KJS 649 237 ·231             30           .244

*           Exposures in excess of the anticipated exposures are explained
in Chapter VI under the section titled Assessing the Hazard
to the Experimental  Subj ect.

1
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Figure 12: Position of the subject to be counted, using the shadow shield

whole body counter. Top figure illustrates the position of
experimental subject and counter in  end view. The bottom
figure illustrates a side view of the detector and the anatomical
positions assumed.
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Lead bricks were used to build a four-inch thick shield around the

crystal photomultiplier tube to shield the detector from activity originating

outside the system. A tapered hole lead collimator was used to effect a

reasonable balance between sensitivity of the system and spatial resolution.

Figure 13 shows the response curve obtained by scanning a point source

located in a plywood phantom at the same scan speed used with the

experimental subjects.   For the scanning arrangement used in the

experiment, the resolution  is  to a first approximation, proportional  to  the

aperture diameter, while the sensitivity of detection is proportional to

the  square of the aperture diameter  (IAEA,   1971)  . The resolution  of the

collimated detector, defined  as the full width at half maximum,   (FWHM) ,

of the response curve was determined to be between 12-17 centimeters of

linear scan (Brownell, 1958) .

Care  must be taken to maintain, as nearly as possible, constant

geometry of the linear scans. The counting rate varies rapidly with

depth of activity  in the subjects   (IAEA,   1971)   and  may  vary ·as much  as

8% for high energy gamma activity and up to 25% for low energy gamma-ray

activity (Marinelli, et al. , 1955; 1962) .

The sensitivity of a single detector with a single-slit collimator

varies inversely as the source-to-detector distance, as opposed  to  the

inverse square of this distance   (IAEA,   1971)  ,  for the cylindrical  hole

collimator used in this work.

Quantitative determination of activity deposited in the experimental

subject is exceedingly difficult to obtain due to distribution of the small

quantities inhaled  over a comparatively large region,i.e. head, throat,

lung  and  gut,   use  of a calibration phantom facilitates the estimation  of

deposition amounts. The activity in the experimental subject was compared
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with an activity distribution in a plywood phantom when both were counted

using linear scanning techniques. The plywood phantom was fitted with

sealed sources of low concentrations of thorium-228. When these discrete

sources were scanned,   a much sharper profile was obtained  than  when  the

is possible. When considering the quantitation of the results of a linear

scan,  it is necessary to consider not only the resolution and sensitivity

of the detection system but also the variation of response to location of

E activity in different anatomical regions  of  the body (Tothill,   1971)  .     The

results of the linear scan are displayed as a plot of counts per channel as

a function of distahce or channel number. The experimenter, by knowing

the scan speed  and the dwell  time per channel, may correlate  the  scan

' with an anatomical position  of the experimental  subj ect.     A  peak  in  the

count rate occurs when the crystal passes over a region of increased

activity.    The area under the peak may be related to the activity in  the

region when compared with a similar scan over a known amount of

activity in the phantom.

Care must be exercised to determine the contribution of activity

located  in an adjacent region  of the  subj ect  to the count rate recorded  when

the detector is above another region. This problem was solved by

repeating the linear scan procedure with a reference source located

successively  in  each of the regions,  N-P, T-B, pulmonary and  gut.    The

resulting scans may then be used to formulate a matrix relating the count

rate of one region  with the activity  in an adjacent region (Miller,   1964)  .

In all, the measurement technique selected seeks to maximize the

response to activity directly beneath the detector and minimize the
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contribution of activity external to the subject and to that located in other

regions of the subject.

Linear scans were run on the experimental subjects at intervals

of two to three hours for 36 to 48 hours following exposure. The scans

were used to determine the biological half time of activity deposited in

the  regions of interest,  as  well  as the total and regional deposition values.

In  addition  to the linear scanning,  in vivo counting used  in  one

experiment was performed using a scan and a stationary counting

procedure. The stationary procedure was executed by locating the

subject in fixed position below the crystal. Counting positions were

defined and ten minute counts were made over each of the following.

(1)  The bridge of the nose, representing the N-P region

(2)  The sternal notch, representing the T-B region.

(3)  10 cm right or left of the lower end of the sternum,

representing the pulmonary region.

(4) Directly above the navel, representing  the gut region  and

(5) With the subject lying on his stomach, the region above the

small  of the back, representing the kidney.



Chapter IV

DEPOSITION OF INHALED RADIOACTIVITY

Deposition is the end result of the processes that determine what

fraction of the inhaled airborne material will be caught in the respiratory

track. Earlier works, particularly  the  work of Holleman,  et al.    ( 1968)  ,

have shown a definite relation between the respiratory rate and the

percent of inhaled aerosol which is deposited in the respiratory tract.

Deposition has been shown to increase almost linearly from lower to

slightly higher than normal respiratory frequencies.   In an endeavor

to measure the deposition patterns in the experimental subject, the

subject was asked to enter the exposure chamber where an atmosphere
220of thoron ( Rn) progeny and sodium chloride aerosol had previously

been generated (Chapter III) . The subject was requested to breathe as

normally as possible, either through  the  nose or mouth. In order  to

suppress the subject' s conscious effort at breathing,   each was given  a

small  task to perform,e.g. measurement and recording the aerosol

particle count using the Gardner Small Particle Detector or sampling the

exposure atmosphere for the presence of radon-222. Table 6 shows the

complete set of atmospheric conditions present in the chamber at the time

of exposure. The experimental subjects were exposed for  30 or  30

minutes and following exposure changed clothes, washed  any  body  area

that might have surface contamination, (only hands and face)  and

presented himself to be counted in the shadow shield whole body counter.

In the analysis,  the MCS linear scan counts per channel  were

smoothed using a seven point least squares smoothing routine,

(Savitzky and Golay,   1964)  . The smoothed points were summed  into

5 channel groups representing 2 minute  or 4 minute time periods,



Table 6

Summary of Chamber Conditions for Each Experiment

Experiment Radioactivity Concentrations -Particle Relative Temgerature Working Working
No. pCi/1 Size Humidity            C Level Level

ThB ThC Rn p m                                                                                               Month

1 649 237 231 .033 46% 270C 84.37 .244

2 650 2 15 236 .068 49% 200C 84.64 .408
cn
*.

3 358 1£5 165 .088 51% 250C 46.74 .225

4 873 3 75 359 .073 40% 250C 114.63 .585
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spanning  5.54  +    .60  cm or  5.09  f    . 12 cm respectively. Figure  14

shows a typical scan following the data smoothing and summation routine.
212These data, representing the deposited Pb as measured using the

2.62 MeV gamma from Tl, were further corrected to account for  the208

208 212fact that the ingrowth of Tl lags behind the decay of the Pb.

208
Figure 11 (Chapter III) indicates the growth and decay of the Tl un situ .

The post-exposure count rates were used to determine the total

and regional deposition values by comparison with linear scans of a

plywood phantom with known amounts of thorium-228 nitrate solution

located in discrete regions  of the phantom,  i.e.  in  the nose, tracheo-

bronchial, pulmonary and gut regions. These  data were compiled  into

a matrix following the manner of Miller.    ( 1964)   and  used to determine

that fraction of the airborne activity that was deposited in the respiratory

tract. Earlier  work  done by Holleman   ( 1968) indicated an average

deposition fraction of 46% for aerosols with an effective diffusion
-5   2coefficient  of  1.3  x 1 0 cm /sec while  the  work of Booker,   et al.    ( 1969)

found deposition fractions between 34 and 60% for thoron progeny combined

with nichrome aerosol in  a size range between  0.0 5  » m and  0.5 Bim.

Deposition values near 100% were observed for activity combined with

ambient room aerosols.

The  ICRP   ( 1966), gives theoretical values between  85%  and  55%  for

particles inasizerangefrom O.01 »m to 0.1 »m respectively.  The

value of 68% for  . 033 /im particles is higher than the one obtained by

Holleman   ( 1968)   and more nearly approaches the value given  by the

ICRP, Task Group  on Lung Dynamics  (1966) . Total deposition following

inhalation of a 0.073  m aerosol was determined to be 36% for subjects

using a combination of nose and mouth breathing. This agrees closely
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with the work of Holleman for the same respiratory pattern; the value is

lower than that of the ICRP Task Group but does follow the trend of a

decrease in total deposition in this aerosol size range. While six experi-

mental subjects were exposed, only the data from four were suitable for

analysis due to a malfunction in the timing circuit used to control the

MCS mode. Table 7 summarizes the total and regional deposition of the

4 experimental subjects.

Regional Deposition

The regional deposition of thoron progeny in the respiratory tract

was determined as a percent of the total deposited activity found in each

of  the  four p reviously mentioned anatomical regions . A significant

fraction of the activity was determined to be present in the stomach-gut

region. The longer inhalation period, (30 to 60 minutes), allowed a

portion of the activity to be swallowed and subsequently detected in the

stomach-gut region. The relation between the distance scanned per unit

-                            of time and the locations of the anatomical region of interest provided the

necessary parameter for determining the activity  in a region,  i.e.  the

counts recorded over a finite length of linear scan is a measure of the

activity deposited in that anatomical region. Again a matrix solution

technique was used to distinguish the activity in one region from the

contribution outside the region.

A seemingly clear relation exists between the particle size and

total deposition of inhaled radioactive aerosol. The ranges of regional

deposition precentages for the anatomical regions measured follow the

general pattern asgiven bythe ICRP (1966).  They are 2.7-12.4%,

7.4  -   2 0.4% ,   46.2  -   6 1.0%    for the nasopharynx, tracheobronchial  and

- pulmonary regions respectively.   The ICRP does not report any deposition

values for the gut region.
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Table 7

Total and Regional Deposition Value for Four Experimental Subjects

Subject Particle Size Total Regional Deposition Inhalation
(microns) Deposition          %              Mode *

(%) N-P T-B P Gut

1.

DRA .073          36 4.2 18.6 52.4 24.6 N-M

AWA .073          36 2.7 7.4 61.0 29.3 N-M

DP .033          68 12.4 20.4 46.2  20.4  N

KJS .033 68            9.6 15.0 55.0    20.2      M

*Inhalation Mode:

N-M - combination of nose and mouth

N    - nose

M -mouth



Chapter V

TRANSLOCATION OF DEPOSITED ACTIVITY

Measurement of translocation of deposited radioactivity in the

respiratory tract presents the severest test of the in vivo detection

method. Following deposition, the activity  may be subjected  to  one  of

several dynamic mechanisms Ultimately at work to remove foreign

particles  from the lining  of the respiratory tract. The mechanisms

primarily in operation  are the mucous escalator system, phagocytic action,

and dissolution of the aerosol followed by adsorption into the blood or

lymph system. This movement, coupled with the small deposition activities

and poor counting geometry of the detection method was considered by

Veall  ( 1969) , as sufficient to negate any attempt at accurately measuring

translocation rates. More sophisticated analysis using convolution

i techniques have been used to unfold the linear scan (Abu-Shumays and

Marinelli, 1971; Iinuma and Nagai, 1967) . Results as accurate as + 3%

have been obtained  when  all the parameters, i.e. crystal resolution,

activity distribution, detector colimation and statistical fluctuations  were

properly chosen (Clemente,  et al.,  1970)  .    Il vivo studies  do not allow

control  of all of the parameters, but sufficient control can be exercised

to allow quantitative measurement of the translocation of deposited

radioactive aerosols from the respiratory system.

The linear scan data, following smoothing and distribution

corrections, (Chapter  III)  , were fitted with exponential regression

curves in order to determine the effective decay constant for the

deposited activity (Albert and Arnett,   1955)  . The effective decay constant

was used to determine the biological decay constant from the relationship
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+                   It becomes apparent as oneA  effective      = A biological X physical  
evaluates the data that while a reliable measure of translocation of activity

from the respiratory tract may be made by determining the effective decay

constant,   the  use  of the effective  half  life to determine the biological  half

life is plagued by the inherent difficulty of comparing the reciprocals of

two numbers whose difference is small. Since,
1n 2

X eff = Aphysical  + Abiological where   A= -T 
this implies

1n 2 1n 2 1n 2

T      T          +T
=

eff physical biological

Therefore,

1                       1                             1

T     T    +T
effective physical biological

or

1                        1                               1= -

biological effective physical
T              T               T

which allows the determination of biological  half life.

The  physical  half life  of the controlling nuclide, Pb, is 10.64
212

hours; regression analysis resulted in a range of effective half lives

from a low of 6.89 hours to a high of 9.41 hours. The closer the effective

I half life is   to 10.64 hours the larger the biological half life appears to be.

Consequently small differences in the measurements of the effective

half life result in exaggerated values of the biological half life.

Effect of Particle Size

The relation of particle size to effective removal of radioactivity

from the respiratory tract is shown in Figures 15 and 16 where the least
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square regression lines, significant  at an alpha level  of less  than  0.05,

indicate a difference in X for the tracheobronchial region and the

pulmonary region respectively.    For the pulmonary region, particles

with  X  of 0.0772 hr lgive an effective half life of 8.98 hours and biological

half life  of 5 7.5 6 hours . The effective  half life of aerosols  with  0.073

» m AMAD and X of 0.1006 hr-1 is 6.89 hours yielding a biological half

life of 19.57 hours. Figure 17 shows a comparable value resulting from

a third experiment in which only values from the pulmonary region were

obtained. These data indicate an effective half life of 6.94 hours and

biological  half life of 20.00 hours from particles  with  0.088   /4 m AMAD .

Again the regression is significant at the alpha level of 0.05.

Regression lines depicting translocation in the T-B region yielded

comparable results  with the larger particles   (0.073   /im AMAD) clearing

the region with an effective half-time of 8.35 hours as compared with

the  9.41 hour half-time of the  0.033 »m particles. Biological half-times

compare  at 3 8.7 3 hours  and 8 1.0 9 hours respectively.

The linear scan technique used to determine the translocation times

failed to reveal a rapid component of removal of activity from the anatomical

regions. In addition, the removal of activity deposited in the nasopharnyx

region is at such a high rate as to be undetectable usin* this. measurement

technique. Regression analysis of the fraction of activity  seen in the  gut

region for experimental  subj ects  DRA  and AWA, inhaling an aerosol  with

AMAD  0.073 »m, gave an effective decay half life of 7.21 hours and

biological  half life  of 22.40 hours. In contrast to these values,  the

regression analysis of experimental subjects DP and KJS, inhaling an

aerosol with AMADO.033   m, gave an effective half life in excess of

10. 64 hours.
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Chapter VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

An inhalation atmosphere was generated using a compressed air

nebulizer technique to produce NaCl particles with a minimum initial

diameter of  . 007     » m as determined from the effective diffusion coefficient

of  1.06  x  10-3 cm2/sec. These  data were determined by mixing

the aerosol with a radioactive atmosphere generated using a thorium

228   solution   in   the   form of thorium nitrate   in   a gas de-emanation flask.

Radon 220 (emanation thoron) was produced in the inhalation chamber by

bubbling the solution with dry nitrogen from a high pressure nitrogen tank.
212 212The radon progeny, Pb and Bi, resulting from the decay of the

radon  220 and polonium  216  in the chamber agglomerate rapicUy  with  the

sodium chloride aerosol. The aerosol size and radioactivity were determined

using a "cluster-type" diffusion battery to measure the effective diffusion

-                                                coefficient from which the activity median aerodynamic diameter,    (AMAD)  ,

of the aerosol was determined. Particle growth of the aerosol from the

initial size distribution followed  a well defined pattern (Figure 10, Chapter

III)  which made it possible to choose a post generation inhalation time when

the inhalation atmosphere would contain the desired particle size.

The fraction of the ThB and the ThC in the chamber remaining in

the unattached state was measured using the wire screen method of

A.C.   George   ( 1972)  .    For the duration  of the experiment, which included

trial  runs for generating the radioactive aerosol, checking the detection

equipment, and performing the experiment, the values  of the unattached

fraction ranged from less than 0.1% to a high of 15%. The variability in

any single experimental trial,  over a period of several hours measurement

time  was from  25% to near  100%. The average unattached fraction  in  the
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particle size range  . 020  -   . 040   » m  was  . 056  &  74% and  in the range

.068 - .088  »m was .036 * 58%.  The ThB and the ThC concentrations

were  determined by measuring the activity on  a  0.4 5    »m pore filter through

which a sample of the inhalation chamber air was drawn. Activity

measurements were made by alpha spectroscopy using silicon surface

barrier detectors. The ratio of ThB to ThC in the chamber.was determined

to  be  of the order  of  3:1   at  the timd  of each inhalation experiment .

In Vivo Detection

In vivo detection of inhaled radioactivity was carried out using a

shadow shield whole body counter equipped with a 5" by 4" NaI (Tl)

detector.   The 2.62 MeV gamma emitted from ThC" was used to measure

the deposition and translocation of the ThB and ThC deposited in the

respiratory tract during the inhalation experiment.   The data collected

using a linear scanning technique and multi-channel scaling on the Ortec

analyzer was corrected for build up and decay of the ThC" and distribution

of activity in the subject. These data were used to determine total

deposition in the subject and regional deposition in the anatomical

regions, nasopharynx, tracheobronchial, pulmonary  and  gut.

In vitro radioactivity measurements as normally performed in the

laboratory consist of a comparison of the activity in a sample with the.

activity in a standard of the same geometry.    It is therefore comparatively

easy to make such comparisons.

In contrast in vivo detection of radioactivity in an experimental

subject becomes a more difficult problem since the radiation field from

the subject cannot be duplicated in a phantom. Consequently it becomes

more difficult to insure that the sample and standard are counted using

the same geometry. In addition, translocation of deposited radioactivity
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with time is impossible to simulate in the phantom, consequently static

measurements are used when a dynamic problem is in actuality the case.

As one increases resolution of the detector the sensitivity of detection will

inherently decrease,  and some compromise between the two must be

reached. Inherently a three-dimensional activity distribution is being

evaluated using a two-dimensional technique. Nevertheless, the linear  scan

measurements utilized in this work yielded successful evaluations of total

body deposition and translocation of inhaled thoron progeny. Knowledge

of the anatomy of the respiratory tract makes it possible to relate a scan

position with a respiratory tract location and aided in simulating as nearly

as possible a calibration phantom.

Deposition of Inhaled Radioactivity

Measurements were made of total and regional deposition of thoron

progeny in the respiratory system and gut of four experimental subjects.

The results indicated an inverse relation between total deposition and

particle size. Sixty-eight percent of the activity inhaled with AMAD of

0.033  »m was retained in the body while 36% of the activity associated

with particles with AMAD of 0.073 +6 m  was  deposited in  the  body.

The regional deposition values, indicate an average greater deposition

percent for smaller particles in the tracheobronchial and nasopharynx

region and slightly lower deposition percentages in the pulmonary and

gut regions. Significant fractions of the inhaled activity appeared in the

gut  regions,  this  may be attributed  to the activity deposited  in the upper

respiratory tract being swallowed,  at the  same  time the activity deposited

in the ciliated portions of the respiratory tract is being transported
J

upward and swallowed . The lower deposition values of 4.2 percent and
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2.7 percent in the N-P region for the two subjects using a combination of

nose and mouth respiration may indicate a preference for mouth breathing

as the experimental subjects carried out the task assigned to them during

the course of the experiment.   The one subject using nose breathing

demonstrated a higher deposition value in the upper respiratory tract

than did the subject using mouth breathing alone. Average regional

deposition values for all four subjects  of 7.2 3  f   4.5.  1 5.3 5  *  5.7 6,

53.65 * 6.13 and 23.63 *  4.29 for the four anatomical regions, naso-

pharynx, tracheobronchial, pulmonary  and gut, indicate the general

pattern of deposition predicted  by  the  ICRP,   ( 1966)  .

Translocation of Thoron Progeny

This work has measured the translocation of thoron progeny

deposited in the respiratory tract for four separate individuals involved

in three experiments using three different particle sizes.   The size and

nature of the aerosol used directly effects the translocation of the radio-

activity from the respiratory tract. The effective clearance rates

(physical + biological)  of from 6.89 to 9.41 hours indicate biological

rates  of 19 .5 7 t o 8 1.0 9 hours,   with the larger particles clearing  at a faster

rate than the smaller ones. The clearance rates for the pulmonary region

are faster  by a factor of almost three for the    0.073 Bim particles over  the

0.33 Bim particles. Measured translocation of activity in the tracheo-

bronchial region is clouded by the fact that the activity in that region may be

continually replaced by activity from lower lung regions. Consequently

i the measured effective half-times of 8.35 hours and 9. 41 hours may reflect

an  in situ physical decay. The regression on tracheobronchial  data

seems to indicate that the larger particles are cleared faster than the

smaller ones, which is consistent with the regression on the pulmonary
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data and the gut data.   It does not appear to be feasible to assume that

the mass of material deposited in the tracheobronchial region would

place such a load on the mucosa as to cause the mucous escalator to

be less effective (Hatch and Gross,   1964) ,  yet the indication is there

that the activity does remain in the tracheobronchial region for a longer

period of time.

The data obtained for the gut tends to support the data obtained

for the pulmonary region for the  0.073 Bm aerosol.  If we consider

the pulmonary data to represent one end of the system and the gut the

other,  with the tracheobronchial region  in the middle it would appear

that measurements in the T-B region do indeed reflect more physical

decay than translocation.   With this thought in mind it appears plausible

to  conclude,  that the development of carcinorrias in the tracheobronchial

region is inhanced as much by the passage of radioactive material through

the region,  as by deposition of particulate matter in the region .

It is possible that the clearance of radioactivity from the pulmonary

region is inhanced by other mechanisms of the deep lung region that are

not at work in the ciliated region. Specifically the mechanism of dissolution

and adsorption would appear to be an important factor since the aerosol

used ishighly soluble inbody tissue fluid. Hurst, etal., (1969)
212

reported that Pb attached to natural aerosol was cleared from the lung

with an estimated half-time  of 6.5 hours . The Hurst,etal. measurement

relates only to total disappearance of activity from the lung and was

measured using stationary counting over the chest. Although not

specifically stated as such the 6.5 hour effective half-time would yield

a biological clearance half time of 16.7 hours which compares favorably

with the half times determined for the aerosols used in this study.
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It  should be noted  that  due  to the method  used to determine biological rates,

i.e.   from the effective decay constant, small differences in effective  half

times result in larger differences in calculated biological rates. Table

8 summarizes the effective decay constants and half-times for the aerosols

of the experiment.

Assessing the Hazard tf the Experimental Subject

The total lung dose to the worker in a uranium mine or mill has

been  estimated  to  be 0.8 rads/WLM (Holleman, 1968) associated  with

inhalation  of the average equilibrium concentrations  of 2700 pCi/WL  of

radium-A and 14,000 pCi/WL of radium C' as determined in an.active

uranium mining complex. The occupational dose received from this

exposure was determined by Holleman   (1968)  to be 9.6 rem/year,  the

recommendation  of the ICRP    (1964)  is 15 rem/year to the lung.

There have been few studies of the risk involved in inhalation of

220 212
concentrations of thoron ( Rn) and thoron progeny (e.g. Pb and

212
Bi). Ofthe works done, Jacobi (1972) and Duggan (1973),ithas been

concluded that an acceptable level of thoron may justifiably be ten times

as great as the acceptable level for radon. A comparison of the dose

estimates for radon-222 and radon-220 along with a derivation of the

exposure limits for inhaled radon-220 decay products is shown in Table  9.

these estimates were used to derive what was considered by this investigator

to be reasonable and safe limits of exposure for the experimental subjects.

Pre and post experiment cytological examinations of the sputum of

the experimental subjects were performed by Dr. Geno Saccomanno of

St.   Mary' s Hospital, Grand Junction, Colorado,   with no abnormal  cell

differentiation appearing in the experimental subjects. The experimental

procedure was reviewed  by jthe Colorado State University Committee  on
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Table 8

Summary of Translocation Values

Decay Constant Effective Biological   Effective
- 1                      Half Life Half Life Particle Size

hr hr hr ( fm)

t' 0.7 7 2 8.98 57.56 .033

8 .1006 6.89 19.57 0.073
E

  .0999 6.94 20.00 0.088

9
:2

  .0737 9.41 81.09 .033

*
@ .0830 8.35 38.73 0,073
-C

 
4
E.4

5 .0961 7.21 22.40 0.073
CD
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Table 9

Derivation of Exposure Limit for Inhaled Thoron Decay Products

- 222 220Rn (radon) Rn (thoron)
a a

Range of Dose Estimates 0.07- 1.0 0.004 - 0.1
-

(rad/WLM)                                               c                            b0.23 - 1.6 0.06
d

CSU Best Estimate 0.8 0.02d

(rad/WLM)

Occupational Exposure Limit                  4                            none
(WLM/year)

Occupational Dose Limit

--1(,- O„)6 remj  WLM  
for Lung

.0
rad r"9\ year/

(rem/year) = 9.6
.\.

ICRP: 15                        15

Calculated WLM Limit N/A                   25C

Limit for Experimental                                   0.4f                                             2.5f

Subj ect
(WLM/year)

a.    Mean  dose  per  WLM  to the tracheobronchial region and pulmonary
region estimated from inhalation of radon and thoron in varying aerosol
concentrations (Jacobi,  1972)  .

b. Continuous inhalation of thoron at   100 pCi/1 in an occupational
exposure area (Duggan,   1973) .

c.   The dose calculated depends Gpon the lung model assumed and
reference atmosphere selected.   The dose calculations reflected in
these values are a result of using the reference atmosphere of Altshuler
and lung models of Landahl and Weibel (Harley and Pasternack,   1972)  .

d.  Based on work done at CSU (Holleman, etal., 1969, Holleman, 1968) .

e.   The ICRP recommendation of 15 rem/year occupational dose was
used to estimate a'WLM limit for thoron exposure.

Dose in rem = dose in rad x Quality Factor

A quality factor of three (3) has been accepted for particles in
the lung (NIOSH,  1971)

15 rem/year WLM= 25 -
(3 rem/rad) (0.2 rad/WLM) year

f.  Based upon policy of CSU Radiation Safety Committee to limit the dose
to experimental subjects to  10% of the occupational dose limit.
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Human Research and again at the state level by a sub committee of

the Colorado Department of Health. Radiation Hygiene Section.    A  copy

of the consent statement and exposure record which was used t6 document

the exposure is reproduced as Figure  18.

One experiment resulted in an exposure to the subjects of 0.585 WLM

which was 46% over the desired level. The discrepancy came about as a

result of underestimating the thoron generated in the chamber.    In view

of the low percentage of radioactivity deposited in the respiratory tract

in this experiment, as compared with the radioactivity deposited in the

respiratory tract from the experiment when the exposure level,was  0.244,

the over exposure certainly would produce no increased hazard.
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CONSENT STATEMENT AND EXPOSURE RECORD
for experimental inhalation of radon and

- radon daughter products.

Full Name of Subject:

Soc. Sec. No.: Date of Birth:

I hereby consent to serve as a subject in the RADON PROGENY INHALATION
STUDY.

The nature and general purpose of the experimental procedure and the known
risks involved   have been explained   to  me   by Dr. Keith J. Schiager.  ,  He   is
authorized to proceed on the understanding that I may terminate my service as a

subject in this research at any time I so desire.
-                                 222

I understand that the potential'risk of inhalation of radon ( Rn) or
thoron (220Rn) and their decay products is the induction of lung cancer.  I
also understand that the maximum exposure involved in this experiment is one-
tenth of the annual occupational exposure limit, and that the available epide-
miological evidence indicates that the risk of lung cancer induction is mini-
mal even for cumulative exposures for 30 years at the occupational exposure
limit.

I understand also that it is not possible to identify all potential risks
in an experimental procedure, and I believe that reasonable safeguards have
been taken to minimize both the known and the potential but unknown risks.

Subject's signature: Date:

Witnessed by: Signature:
(typed name and position)

EXPOSURE RECORD

Chamber Exposure
Isotope Concentration Duration Exposure Exposure Percent Accumulated Date I nvestigators

(pci/1 1 (min) (W.L.-hr) (Rads) M.P.E.* %M.P.E.                          Initial

Signature  of  I nvestigator Signature of Principal Investigator

Figure 18: Consent statement and exposure record.
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